Guitar Studio Concert

November 28th, 2022. 5:10 p.m.
Kimbrough Concert Hall

Program

Class Guitar (Section 1) – dir. by Wyatt Salus
  Au Claire de la Lune – French Folk Song
  Norwegian Wood – J. Lennon and P. McCartney

Class Guitar (Section 2) – dir. by Wyatt Salus
  Ode To Joy – L. W. Beethoven
  Every Breath You Take – Sting

Guitar Performance Workshop – dir. by César Haas
  Purple Haze – Jimmy Hendrix
  House of the Rising Sun – The Animals
  Blowin’ in the Wind

WSU Guitar Ensemble – dir. by César Haas
  The Duke – Dave Brubeck
  Gymnopédie n. 1 – Erik Satie
  Bag’s New Groove – Milt Jackson

Triple Extra Wide
  To Be Announced…
WSU GUITAR ENSEMBLES

Class Guitar (Section 1)
Minahil Ahmed
Isobel Baetz
Casey Bradbury
Victoria Campbell
Helen Chen
Maggie Degarimore
Devin Dupuis
Tyce Gerber
Belicia Guzman
Samantha Hadsell
Connor Hagerty
Bella Haning
Soleil Jones
Kyan Koch
Quinn Ledoux
Mason Mason
Gavin Moore-Sim
David Moore
Max Morzelewski
Owen Murray
Nathaniel Pfeifer
Kristian Pitts
Tim River
Roman Scovel
Lauren Thompson
Makai Torres
Sergio Hernandez-Vasquez
Jaewon Vassar
Steven Verver

Class Guitar (Section 2)
Sulaiman Al Dhuhli
Noah Boothman
Duke Brotherton
Mattie Collins-Gregory
Anna Colvin
Jeremy Delap
David Esguerra
Tyler Garay-Harris
Jayden Graff
Kayla Hendry
Cayden Hennessey
Jason Ingram
Kyle Johnson
Dillon Josafat
Don Manuel Jose
DJ Kang
Chloe Kwon
Zach Maier
Zach McGiveran
Cole McKenna
Gavin Moomaw
Jackson Plymale
Christina Richard
Jaden Rios
Alan Ruiz
Elmer Santos
Alejandro Tardiff
Alex Wolf
Hannah Woods
Tianqi Zhen

WSU Guitar Ensemble
Inga Salsbury
Jake Carlon
Brian Nelson
Naoki Tsuruta
Caleb “Cliff” Craig
Gabriel Adams
Jack Lamp

Guitar Performance Workshop
Jack Lamp
Laina Wyrick
Nathan Shompole
Christian Manangan
Andrew Balaschak
Guangbei Yi
Daniel Rojas
Abraham Cervantes
Darien Rivera

TRIPLE EXTRA WIDE
César Haas – guitar
Dave Snider – bass
Darryl Singleton - drums